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ABSTRACT 

To define the long term structure of the Algerian long 
distance network is the aim of the computer aided study 
presented here. This paper deals with the methods used 
to prepare the input information, the main emphasis be
ing placed on the traffic forecast procedures used. Traf
fic sensitivity analysis and comparative studies of 
alternative solutions are the major points discussed. 
Conclusions are given for this particular study. Then, 
general qualitative conclusions, applying to this class 
of problems, are drawn from the study. The paper ends 
with a short description of the optimization program 
used, including a discussion of its major algorithm. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Algerian telephone network is at present undergoing 
rapid expansion. As far as the long distance (L.D.) net
work is concerned, this development needs to follow the 
guidelines of a long-range plan defining the network 
hierarchical structure. This plan will specify how many 
levels the network should have, how many switching 
centers in each level and what homing arrangements. After 
defining the hierarchical network structure, the 'routing 
plan will be specified for a shorter period of time. 

The problem presented in this paper is to define the 
structure of the long distance network 15 years from now. 
Due to the high rate of growth of the Algerian network, 
two aspects of the problem are of major interest: 

- The present network will represent only a small part 
of the network in the reference year. This implies that 
the 1990 network structure will not be greatly constrain
ed by the existing network conditions. 

- The traffic forecasts are subject to a great uncer
tainty. This factor will require a sensitivity study 'in 
order to evaluate its effects upon the recommended 
solution. 

The most economical network structure is sought. The 
basic factors used to solve the problem are: configura
tion of the transmission network; traffic demand distri
bution; switching and transmission cost parameters, and 
grade of service required. 

2. DATA FOR THE STUDY 

2.1 NETWORK SCENARIO 

Algeria is a country with an area of 2,400,000 km
2 and 

a population of over 17,000,000. Approximately 90% of 
the population is concentrated within an area defined 
by the coast line and extending about 100 km into t ,he 
interior, the remainding 10% lives in the Sahara desert 
which covers about 80% of the total national area. Ad
ministratively, the country is divided into 31 
"wilayat" (provinces) of wnich 21 are located in 
the north. From an economic point of view, 4 well defin
ed regions may be distinguished in Algeria; three of 
them are in the north, of which the capitals are Oran 
(ORN), Algiers (ALG) and Constantine (CNE), and the 
other one is in the south and its capital is Ouargla 
(OGL) • 
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2.2 NETWORK EVOLUTION 

Up to 1969 the degree of automatization of the L.D. traf
fic was low since only the main centers were intercon
nected automatically. The transmission routes were limit
ed and the transmission quality did not meet subscriber 
expectations. These factors, together with an insuffi
cient number of circuits, contributed to restrict the 
normal growth of the L.D. traffic. 

The aim of the four-year telecommunications development 
plans (1970-1973 and 1974-1977), was to correct the 
situation described in the previous paragraph. The stra
tegic telecommunications objectives for the 1974-1977 
development plan are the following: 

- To provide a satisfactory traffic grade of service by 
the end of 1977; 

- To provide a 90% degree of integral automatization in 
1977 (with the aim of reaching 98% in 1980); 

- To reach a 3% line density in 1977 (and 5% in 1980). 

From the transmission point of view, the 1974-1977 devel
opment plan specifies the extension of the transmission 
network to the southern region of the country and to 
establish, in the north, large capacity backbone routes 
and the necessary lateral extensions (side legs) by 
means of radio and coaxial systems. Fig. 1 represents 
the layout of the high capacity transmission network, as 
established in the 1974-1977 development plan. 
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The basic unit used to define the present and future 
telephone structure of the country is the "groupement" 
(primary area). Each groupement was defined by considering 
the administrative division in wilayat and in several 
cases by further subdividing a wilayat into groupements 
using the criterion that eachgroupemantshould correspond 
to a socio-economic entity. There are 47 groupements, 
which do not overlap with each other. The primary center 
("centre de groupement tl

) is connected to other primary 
centers by interurban circuits. 

2. 3 SUBSCRIBER FORECAST 

The conventional methods for extending subscriber demand 
normally require a fundamental set of input data; i.e., 
demand history, total and per capita Gross National 
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Product (GNP) and its evolution as a function of time, 
population movements, demographic developments, etc. 
Correlation techniques are then used fo predict the total 
number and category of subscribers within each zone. 

Great difficulties exist in the utilization of these 
methods due to the lack of readily available sets of 
socioeconomic indices. As a result, it has not been 
possible to identify the most suitable forecasting para
meters for the Algerian environment. Extensive efforts are 
under way by the Telecommunications Planning Department 
of the Algerian PTT to overcome these difficulties. 

A first approach to carry out the subscriber forecast 
was to use the method followed in the preparation of the 
Algeria national numbering plan. Input information were 
the demographic evolution and the strategic objectives 
established in the 1974-1977 national development plan. 
The evolution of demographic factors was based on the 
1966 national population census and annual growth 
statistics. These data were used to estimate the popula
tion of each primary area from 1973 through 1990. The 
annual population rate of growth as a function of time 
is shown in Fig. 2. The telephone density was extrapolat
ed by means of a comparative study with other countries. 
This extrapolation took into account the different eco
nomic characteristics of each area of the country. 
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This method leads to a significant increase in the ex
pected number of subscribers for each primary area. The 
method is acceptable for identifying the long term ten
dency and its application is limited to the preparation 
of those plans covering a long period of time, i.e., a 
numbering plan; however, different methods must be used 
for determining the demand over a shorter period of time 
whenever the corresponding plan warrants it; i.e., to 
determine the optimum structure of the telephone network 
and the interconnecting arrangements. Therefore, a method 
based on the number and distribution of existing sub
scribers, and more realistic rates of growth, was adopted 

Two different rates of growth were used. The first one 
considers the significant efforts realized since 1973 to 
meet subscriber demand, the improvements in the quality 
of service, and the steps taken to eliminate the diffi
culties inherent in the implementation of such a program. 
An annual rate of growth of 10\ was adopted to forecast 
the number of lines up to 1985. From 1986 up to 1990 an 
annual rate of growth of 12\ was taken since it is expect
ed that by the most of the existing difficulties will be 
overcome.The line forecast is shown in Table 1 in a simplified 
form. The line ·forecast for the primary area corresponding to the 
capital of the region is given. separately from the rest of the 
primary areas of each region. 

2.4 TRAFFIC DATA CONSIDERATIONS 
The evolution of the telephone network from manual to 
automatic service has been discussed previously; the 
available traffic statistics reflect such evolution. 

Up to recent years only the manual traffic was subject 
to quantification and analysis. The methods used have 
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been slow in nature and the results have been obtained 
manual~y. This procedure determines the number of manual 
circuits required. 

TOTAL NUMBER OF LINES 
YEAR 

REGION 1974 1977 1990 

ALGER ALG 47894 84700 314000 
Rest 14082 39891 147802 

CONSTANTINE . CNE 5553 12885 47741 
Rest 18974 64410 238719 

ORAN ORN 13351 27000 100000 
Rest 16603 44196 163946 

OUARGLA OGL 1173 2504 9277 
Rest 4567 13501 50040 

TOTALS 122197 289087 1071525 

TABLE 1.- No. of Lines in Service 

Up to now, there have been no standard procedures estab
lished nor suitable traffic measuring equipment in the 
switching centers to determine the automatic traffic. 
Junction network extensions and corresponding switching 
equipments have been based on adjusting equipment quanti
ties to the demand. This situation was characteristic of 
the years 1973-1974, from which the traffic distributions 
were used to determine the future traffic matrix. The 
automatic traffic in each group of junctions was obtained 
from the number of circuits in service, assuming a 1\ loss 
probability. A distribution of the traffic volumes obtain
ed in that way was then made in order to obtain the 
primary to primary center traffic flows. This distribution 
was necessary since most of the existing trunk g~oups are 
final routes, thus carrying several traffic packets. The 
distribution was made proportional to the number of lines. 

The procedure used to evaluate the 1973 and 1974 automat
ic traffic is questionable since the number of circuits 
do not accurately represent the actual traffic, and to 
distribute the traffic proportionally to the number of 
lines does not take into account the traffic community of 
interest. However, no better procedure could be envisaged 
with the available input data. 

The 1973 and 1974 traffic matrices were obtained by ad
ding the manual traffic matrix (expressed in equivalent 
automatic traffic, by using a factor of 1.45) to the 
automatic traffic matrix. 

The L.D. traffic matrices show that the concept of a 
region as an entity has a clear validity from the tele
phone point of view. Table 2 shows the simplified 1974 
traf fic matrix; in this table the primary area correspond
ing to the capital of each region is shown separately 
from the rest of the primary areas of the re9ion. Appro
ximately 50\ of the L.D. traffic remains within a region 
and the remainder is distributed among the other three. 
This fact is valid for both incoming and outgoing traffic. 

2.5 TRAFFIC FORECAST 

The 1990 traffi~ distribution matrix was based on the 
tra f fic matrices for the years 1973 and 1974, and on the 
subs criber forecast for the primary areas. The methods 
us~d are the "unitary traffic" and the "matricial" 
methods (1). 

The un i tary traffic method uses as input data the total 
1990 originated traffic for each primary center and the 
1974 traffic distribution. It provides the future traffic 
mat r ix, for the same number of primary centers. The 
method assumes that the traffic interest factors remain 
quas i-constant as a function of time. 
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REGION 

ALG CNE ORN OGL 

To ALG 'Rest CNE 'Rest ORN Rest OGL Rest 
From 

ALG 37 43 60 52 47 7 10 
ALG 

Rest 111 102 6 12 13 14 1 3 

CNE 45 6 44 3 1 1 1 
CNE 

Rest 86 15 72 117 6 4 4 5 

ORN 54 10 2 4 ' 38 - 1 
ORN 

Rest 56 14 2 3 58 75 1 3 

OGL 10 1 1 2 1 1 20 
OGL 

Rest 10 3 2 11 2 4 33 11 

TABLE 2.- Simplified Traffic Matrix 

The calculations were complemented with the matricial 
method since a new primary area will in a near future be 
created (M'sila). The method objective is to determine 
the new traffic matrix in a network when new areas are 
created from the existing ones. The method assumes unifonn 
subscriber traffi c characteristics within each of the 
original areas. 

The total 1990 originated traffic was first determined 
using the following relation (2): 

where: 

A. = k. N.
ai 

~ ~ ~ 

Ai represents the total originated traffic by Ni lines. 

k . and a
i 

are constant values which are charact~ristics 
ot the pr~mary center, i, in question. 

Ni represents the number of lines in service in the area 
served by the primary center i. 

The results of a comparative analysis with networks of 
similar size and line distribution in other countries 
indicated discrepancies in the values of ki and ai obtain-

. ed from the 1973 and 1974 traffic matrices. Furthermore, 
the ratio Ai/Ni was significantly higher than expected, 
particularly in those primary areas with a low number of 
lines. Reasons for such discrepancies were found to be: 
1) Present subscribers are mainly high traffic subscrib
ers; 
2) The L.D. traffic represents a relative high percentage 
of the subscriber total offered traffic. This situation 
is expected to change as the number of residential sub
scribers increases in relation to business. 

The above analysis suggested the advisability of using 
L.D. traffic values per line similar to those found in 
other networks and whose present state of development is 
comparable to that of Algeria in the year 1990. The L.D. 
traffic values per line used in this study are shown in 
Fig. 3 as a function of the number of lines; in this way, 
the total 1990 originated traffic value was determined. 
Afterwards, the unitary traffic and the matricial methods 
were applied. This calculation was carried out using. 
computer aids (1). 

2.6 COSTS 

Cost items are expressed in relative monetary units (m.u.) 
and in terms of Present Value of Annual Charges. The cost 
parameters are: 

Switching: 

Total Cost= 350. + 1. x No. of trunks 

ITC8 

Transmission: 

Cost per Circuit= 0 . . 6 + 0 •. 0039 x Length (km.) 

Transmission c;osts per circuit are also a function of the 
capacity of the transmission systems. However, it was 
decided for the purpose of this study, to use the above 
simplified cost function instead of a more sophisticated 
one, and to determine the impact of cost changes through 
a sensitivity study. 
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2.7 ROUTING DISCIPLINE 

The use of alternate routing (A.R.) networks was conside~ 
ed to be an alternative solution in opposition to multi
star (M.S.) networks. Alternate routing networks were 
dimensioned based on the "far to near" routing discipline 
without any restrictions on the number of alternatives 
avai lable at the output of any switching center. Two and 
three levels networks were studied. Fig. 4 shows the 
routing laws followed in both cases. 
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2.8 TRAFFIC GRADE OF SERVICE 

The grade of service criterion used was "final trunk group 
blocking" at a 1\ loss probability for the two-level net
work . This is shown in Fig. 4-A as well as the minimum 
congestion specified for each of the high usage (H.U.) 
rou t es. The H.U. routes are converted to final routes 
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whenever the minimum congestion loss probab~lity value 
is reached; in other words, the desired traffic quality 
of service is satisfied under this condition. 

In the three-level network, the loss probability in the 
final routes was fixed at 0.75% in order to provide a 
quasi-equal service quality as compared to the two-level 
network. Fig. 4-B shows this loss probability and the 
minimum congestion specified in each of the H.U. routes. 

2.9 MISCELLANEOUS 

The evaluation of the transmission cost required the 
preparation of a distance matrix between all the primary 
centers. Distances were measured following the transmis
sion routes shown in Fig. 1. 

All the trunks in the network are one~way trunks. 

When optimizing the network alternatives, the condition 
was imposed that no direct routes between any two 
primary centers would have less than 5 trunks. The ratio
nale behind this assumption is that the trunk group size 
would be at least half a transmission group (5 trunks + 
1 additional trunk) for anyone-way route. 

The existing network represents only a small part 
(Table 1) of the network in the reference year (1990). 
Therefore, it did not impose any constraints on the 
study, except the existence of secondary ~enters in the 
capitals of the four regions. 

The international traffic was not considered for the 
purpose of the study, due to its small value in relation 
to the total traffic. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

The study was performed by using the computer program 
"Optimization of Telephone Networks with Hierarchical 
Structure", whose main features are described in the 
Annex. This program dimensions a cost optimized network; 
its most important input data are the traffic demand, 
the grade of service, a set of cost parameters and the 
network structure. To define the most appropriate network 
structure requires the use of the program in an iterative 
way, i.e. first running the program for some network 
structures, which appear to be the most significant ones; 
then, following an analysis of the results, deciding 
new runs for new structures where appropriate. 

An aspect deserving particular attention during the 
execution of this project was that of traffic sensitivi
ty analysis. The assumptions made to predict the traffic 
demand are subject to unavoidable errors. Therefore, 
computer runs to determine the impact that changes in 
the predicted traffic values would have in the networks 
were necessary. Traffic variations for these runs were 
made by applying a common factor to all the elements of 
the predicted traffic matrix; that is, without any 
changes in the traffic community of interest as well as 
no relative changes on the total originated traffic 
values of the primary centers. This procedure was just
ified because we did not . find any strong reasons, at 
present, for anticipating inhomogeneous changes. 

Variations in the cost parameters for a long term plan 
are difficult to predict in a quantitative form. Thus., a 
cost sensitivity study was advisable. This was carried 
out by changing the transmission estimated costs, so 
that the switching/transmission cost ratio also changed. 

A set of 6 different network structures was studied. The 
criteria for selecting these structures have been the 
goeographic distribution of the primary centers and ~e 
traffic interests, taken from the present traffic distri
bution matrix. As noted before, four well-defined re
gions can be distinguished in Algeria as far as traffic 
interests are concerned. It is difficult to subdivide 
these regions into parts using the criterion of traffic 
community of interests, due to the fact that there are 
no clear traffic zones justifying a straighforward sub
division of each region. Therefore, subdivisions were 
tentatively made and studied to define network structures 
other than those corresponding to the four secondary 
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centers serving each region. Actual figures relating the 
number of primary, secondary, etc. centers in L.D. net
works in different countries were taken into account to 
limit the number of network structures to be studied. 

The homing arrangements for the 6 structures studied are 
given in Figs. 5 to 9. Possible locations for s~condary/ 
tertiary centers are Blida (BOA), Setif (STF), Annaba (ANB) . 
and El Asnam (EAS), in addition to the capitals of the 
four regions which are common to all the structures. 
Structure no. 5 is a three-level structure, with only a 
tertiary center located in Algiers. The rest of the 
structures are two-level. 
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No. 

• 1 
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4 

5 
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• 
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Network 
Traffic 

(routing) 

A.R • Predicted 
M.S. .. 
A.R. 1.3 x Pred. 
A.R. 0.7 x Pred. 
A.R. Predicted 

A.R. Predicted 
M.S. .. 
A.R. 0.7 x Pred. 

A.R. Predicted 
M.S. .. 

A.R. Predicted 
M.S. " 

A.R. Predicted 

A.R. Predicted 

Transmission 
Costs 

Estimated .. 
.. 
.. 

1.5 x Estim. 

Estimated .. 
" 

Estimated 
" 

Estimated 
" 

Estimated 

Estimated 

TABLE 3.- Description of the Runs 

Run 
No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 

9 
10 

11 
12 

13 

14 

A description of the most significant runs carried out, 
which will be the basis for the analysis in next section, 
is given schematically in Table 3. Factors defining each 
run are the network routing (A.R. or M.S.), traffic 
variations from the predicted values, and cost changes 
from the estimated ones, in addition to the network 
structure. 

4. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 

The analysis of the results obtained was made from dif
ferent points of view. These are described in the follow
ing sections. 

4.1 NETWORK COSTS 

The total network costs obtained with the runs described 
in Table 3, for predicted traffic values and estimated 
transmission costs, are summarized in Fig. 10, as well as 
the corresponding switching and transmission costs. 
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The differences between the higher and lower total net
work costs are 4,090 m.u. and 2,820 m.u. for the M.S . 
and A.R. networks, respectively. In relation to the 
lowe r network costs, these differences are 7.12% and 
7.24%. It should be noted that the differences expressed 
relative to the total network cost may give a misleading 
picture of the actual cost differences. The reason is 
that when comparing two network structures, in general 
only a part of the network is significantly different; 
the rest is common to both structures and, as a conse
quence, their costs. Therefore, the percentages of the 
total costs are lower than those corresponding to that 
part of the network which has significantly changed. For 
example, A.R. networks with structures no. 1 and no. 4 
differ in total network cost by 1.95%. A detailed analy
sis of both networks (Fig. 5 and 9) showed that the final 
routes from/to CNE secondary center (structure no. 1) and 
from/to CNE and ANB secondary centers (structure no. 4), 
as well as the switching capacity of those centers, had 
significantly changed. 71% of the network cost increase 
is in the CNE secondary area (structure no. 1). The cost 
increase within this area is 8.12% with respect to the 
network cost of the area • 

4.2 ALTERNATE ROUTING AND MULTI-STAR NETWORKS 

The re are important savings when A.R. is used. The total 
network cost of a M.S. network is at least 47% more 
expensive than an A.R. network for the cases which have 
bee n stUdied. It can also be observed that savings are 
mor e important in switching than in transmission. For 
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example, in the case of structure no. 1, the relative 
additional cost for the total network is 48%, in switch
ing 56%, and in transmission 36% when comparing M.S. 
versus A.R. networks. 

In the above example, the greater relative difference in 
switching cost is due to the significant reduction of 
switching equipment at the secondary centers; for example, 
in Algiers the 5631 trunks required for the M.S. network 
are reduced to 1096 when alternate routing is introduced. 
Switching requirements at the primary centers increase 
but to a lesser extent than the secondaries; for example, 
at Algiers' primary center the total number of trunks 
increases from 2410 for an M.S. network to 2858 when A.R. 
is used. It should be noted that the primary center 
switching requirements referred to are part of the L.D. 
network and do not include toll connecting trunks. 

Furthermore, the magnitude of the relative savings in 
transmission is also significant but smaller than in 
switching. · This is due to the fact that a smaller amount 
of terminal and line transmission equipment is required 
when A.R. is introduced. 

Another aspect that merits attention is that of the 
degree of flexibility of A.R. networks which tend to 
correct possible errors in the definition of the network 
hierarchical structure. As can be seen from Fig. 10 the 
curve representing the total cost of M.S. networks is 
more peacked than that of A.R. networks. In fact, the 
highest cost difference in structures 1 to 4 is 4,090 
m.u. for the M.S. networks and only 760 m.u. for the A.R. 
networks. Thus, A.R. networks are less cost sensitive to 
the network hierarchy than M.S. networks. 

Finally, it should be noted that the overall traffic 
grade of service of the A.R. networks is better than that 
of the M.S. network, with the grade of service criterion 
used in this study. The lost traffic is calculated as a 
percentage of the offered traffic to the final routes. 
In the case of A.R. networks, overflow traffic is offered 
to the final routes, whereas in M. S. networks all the 
traffic passes through them. This implies that the total 
amount of lost traffic is higher in the latter case. 

4.3 TRAFFIC VARIATIONS 

The most significant results of the traffic variation 
studies (runs 3, 4 and 8) are: a 30% increase in the 
offered traffic only increases the total network cost by 
25% (24% for switching and 26% for transmission). The 
network cost is only decreased by 22% (21% switching; 
24% transmission) when offered traffic decreased by 30%. 
These figures correspond to the cost optimized networks 
with structure no. 1 and using A.R. 

The effect of variations in offered traffic on switch~ng 
requirements can be illustrated by looking at the case 
of the primary and secondary centers in Algiers. For the 
same cost optimized networks, as in the previous para
graph, the Algiers secondary center (1096 trunks for the 
predicted traffic) changes to 1320 trunks (20% increase) 
when traffic is increased, and to 1131 trunks (3% in
crease), when traffic decreases. The latter is an inter
esting fact; it is justified by the reason that as of
fered traffic decreases, it is more economic to send it 
through final routes. Changes in Algiers' primary center 
(2858 trunks for the predicted traffic) are as follows: 
3611 trunks (+26%), when traffic is increased and 2065 
(-28%), when traffic is decreased. 

The absolute traffic values do not appear to be critical 
in selecting the optimum network structure. Total net
work costs for runs no. 4 (structure no. 1, with A.R.) 
and no. 8 (structure no. 2 with A.R.) are 30,190 m.u. 
and 30,803 m.u., respectively. This means that struceure 
no. 1 is still more~onomical than structure no. 2 . In 
fact, the difference in total network cost for both 
structures was 610 m.u. for the predicted traffic and 
613 m.u. for the decreased traffic values. 

4.4 COST VARIATIONS 

A run was made (run no. 5, Table 3) to evaluate the 
impact that a change in cost parameters would have on 
the network dimensioning. Transmission costs were in-
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creased by 50%, keeping the switching cost constant. 
Total network cost becomes 46733 m.u., which represents 
an increase of 20% with respect to the network cost for 
the estimated transmission cost parameters. Switching 
costs remain practically unchanged; transmission costs 
increase by about 50%. This is because changes in the 
network dimensions are insignificant; this will be illus
trated by considering the Algiers primary and secondary 
centers. The sizes obtained in run no. 5 for these 
centers are 2851 trunks and 1121 trunks, respectively. By 
contrast, for the network dimensioned . with the estimat
ed transmission cost parameters, these sizes were 2858 
trunks and 1096 trunks. Therefore the primary center 
remains practically constant, and the secondary cent er 
size only changes by +2%. 

4.5 FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Computer runs have been carried out in order to analyse 
the influence on the network characteristics of changing 
the hierarchical structure as well as the traffic and cost 
parameters. Changes have been made one by one in order 
to have a clear picture of the network variations due to 
each change. This procedure has permitted us to reach 
conclusions without making unnecessary runs. For example, 
a three-level network structure has been studied (run 
no. 13) with only a tertiary center in AlgieIS.Because of 
its higher network cost as compared with two-level networks, 
no ·other three-level network structures were studied; Algiers 
is the most promising candidate for a tertiary center. 

The procedure can be criticized because in theory results 
may not be additive. This is the reason for run no. 14, 
in which the network structure includes all the second
ary centers that were separately studied (plus El Asnam), 
in addition to those placed in the capitals of the re
gions. The results obtained (Fig. 10) were found to be 
additive in the sense that the network cost for l:un no. 14 
was higher than any of those obtained for networks with 
structures including only one of these secondary centers. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

It can be concluded from the previous results and analy
sis that the most adequate hierarchical structure of the 
L.D. network for a long term plan is a two-level network 
with four secondary centers located in Oran, Algiers, 
Constantine and Ouargla (structure no. 1). The use of 
A.R. is recommended. 

The results obtained concerning switching and transmis
sion capacities 'should not be considered as definitive, 
owing to the uncertainty in traffic forecasting. 

A good set of traffic measurement records is a necessary 
prerequisitive for improved traffic forecasts, which are 
the basis for not only this study but for others, such 
as the routing plan preparation. The Algerian PTT is 
aware of these facts and is putting strong efforts in 
this area. 

General conclusions, that is conclusions qualitatively 
applicable to this type of network planning study, have 
been drawn from the previous analysis of results. They 
may be summarized as follows: 

- The main factors needed to define the hierarchical 
structure of the network are the geographical distribu
tion of primary centers, the traffic communities of inter
est and the primary centers' total traffic relative to 
those of other primary centers; 

- The absolute traffic values are not important factors 
in the definition of the hierarchical structure; 

- The use of A.R. permits a substantial minimization of 
errors in the definition of the hierarchical structure. 
This becomes more significant when absolute traffic 
values are higher; 

- The ratio of switching/transmission cost parameters 
may change within broad limits without practically af
fecting either the choice of network structure or the 
network dimensions themselves. 

The use of the computer program described in this paper 
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has permitted the determination of the most appropriate 
network structure based on quantitative factors alone. 
Naturally, the program only provides valid output infor
mation when the input data are adequate. Data preparation 
for the study has to be made by personnel having a detail
ed knowledge of local conditions. For this reason, close 
cooperation between the personnel responsible for the 
program use and those with local knowledge was found to 
be essential for the completion of the project. 
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ANNEX 

The following describes the main features of the computer 
program "Optimization of Telephone Networks with Hierar
chical Structure" (3) . 

INPUT DATA (4) 

- General information: name of the network, identifica
tion of the run, number of switching centers of the 
network; 

- Hierarchical description: Le., number of levels of the 
network and homing arrangements; 

- Traffic matrix for traffic between all the switching 
centers of lowest level in the hierarchy; 

- Initial traffic in all the final routes, i.e~ that 
traffic which is decided a priori to be carried by final 
routes; 

- Distance matrix for distances between all the switch
ing centers. 

- Cost parameters: switching costs expressed as a func
tion of the number of trunks and the traffic passing 
through; transmission costs expressed per trunk and 
length unit as a function of the number of trunks. A set 
of different functions may be given for both switching 
and transmission, and assigned to different switching 
centers and transmission routes; 

- Traffic grade of service; 

- Minimum congestion in H.U. routes; 

- Minimum and maximum number of trunks in the H.U. routes; 

- Final route indicator, to force any route to be a final 
route; 

OUTPUT DATA (4) 

The program output is a description of the cost optimized 
network. Namely, the following information is provide~: 

- For each route: number of trunks, offered traffic, 
overflow traffic (for H.U. routes) and trasmission costs; 

- For each switching center: number of incoming and out
going trunks per route, and switching costs. 

- Cost summary: total switching and transmission costs, 
and total network cost. 

PROGRAM LOGIC 

The program logic is based on the use of the gradient 
algorithm. The use of this method was proposed in (6) 
for a more general optimization problem. It is an 
iterative algorithm consisting of two main phases: 
initialization and optimization. In order to illustrate 

ITC8 

the logic, let us consider an extremely simple network 
having only two H.U. rauces, that is, a network with only 
two independent variables from the point of view of net
work dimensioning. Therefore, the network 'cost function 
can be expressed as: 

where N1 and N2 are the numbers of trunks in the two H.U. 
routes. Fig. 11 shows the isocost curves of such a net
work, C1<C2<C3<C4<CS' It is assumed that the solution 
satisfies the constraint of N1 being' greater or equal to 
Nm· The reason for this constraint could be that there 
a~e Nm ex{sting trunks in the network under study. 

11 

FIG, n.- Grldi.1It IIIorith. 

The method of solution for each phase of the algorithm 
is as follows: 

Initialization. The aim of this phase is to find a feasi
ble solution, that is to determine N1 and N2 (Fig. 11). 
This is acomplished by an approximate solution of the 
equation: 

oC 

~ 
o oC 0 
~= 

Complete formulas for these derivatives may be found in 
(5). After determining Nt and N~, the initialization phase 
is completed by the calculation of the necessary number of 
trunks in the final routes to satisfy the specified grade 
of service. The cost of the feasible network will be CS, 

Optimization. The network obtained in the previous phase 
is not the cost optimized network (CS>C 1). The latter 
will be obtained by iterative steps based on the gradient 
method. The first iterative step (Fig. 11) consists of 
calculating the gradient vector at a point (Nt, N~). Its 
direction is that of maximum rate of decrease on the 
cost function. In this direction and in the sense of de
creasing costs the minimum cost point (Nt,N~)is determin
ed (the Fibonacci algorithm is used for this purpose) • 
The gradient vector is cal9ulated following the method 
des c ribed in (5). In (Nt,N~) the gradient vector is newly 
calculated. A search is again made in the gradient 
dire ction, looking for the minimum cost point. When the 
boundary of existence of the cost function is reached, as 
occurred in this case, the search is continued in the 
dire ction of the projection of the gradient vector on the 
cost function boundary. In this way point (N"N2) is 
dete rmined, defining the optimum cost network. 

The method described here presents two important ad
vantages over to that described in (5). The latter method 
consists of solving the set of equations formed by equa~ 
ting to zero the first derivatives of the cost function, 
by a trial and error method which creates problems of 
convergence in some cases. In the method described here 
the convergence is assured. A second advantage is that 
the old method was in ' general not valid when the optimum 
point lies on the boundary of existence of the cost 
function; in this case the derivatives of the cost func
tion are not necessarely zero at the optimum point. This 
is no longer a restriction when using the present method_ 
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